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MESSAGE FROM CMD'S DESK
Dear BDL Family Members,
As you all are aware that the Nation and many of the countries in the world are passing
through an epidemic situation of Corona Virus or COVID19. By now, our country has already
reported more than 300 cases of Corona Virus spread over various states including telangana
and its capital Hyderabad.
Since it came to light, the Government of India initiated many precautionary measures
to control the contagious spread of COVID19. The Doctors and Paramedical staff throughout
the country is working on war footing basis to control it and provide relief to the effected
citizens and keep society safe.
On the call of Hon’ble Prime Minister we have also observed a Day ‘JANATA CURFEW’ to
break the CORONA Virus spreading chain and also expressed our gratitude to all those, who on
behalf of us are providing services in fighting with this contagious disease.
As the Medical Society is yet to find the exact medicine and vaccine for this disease,
quarantine or keeping ourselves in isolation from others / social distancing is the best way in
this situation. The population in our country is so huge that the medical infrastructure and
support can not reach all, if this outbreaks as a full scale epidemic.
Considering the safety of all the Citizens and Society, the Government of India in
Coordination with State Governments has declared ‘Lockdown’ upto 31st March in 75 districts
of the country including ours. This innumerate that we all should confined at our respective
places and avoid unnecessary personal or social moments. During the times, all the necessary
services will be available to the Citizens. One need not panic in such situation but help other in
need.
In this extra ordinary situation, your company has also taken all the necessary measures
to fight out this contagious virus. Very few of us only will be visiting office during this period on
highly required basis with all essential services support and precautionary measures.
The doctors and paramedical staff with administration at Bhanur Unit will be available
round the clock to mitigate any exigencies. Similarly, the services being rendered by the
essential services departments at KBU, IBU VU will also be taken care. I assure best of my
cooperation and applaud the services of each one of you in this situation.

We all know that “Prevention is better than Cure”. Hence, I request all the BDL Family
Members to take care of yourself and help society in fighting against this menace.
I once again assure that any family member is in a need of any help or medical advice
may contact the available doctors or administration of respective Units / Office. Kindly take
special care of elderly family members, Children and infants in this situation. We are not far off
for any assistance in need, any time.
Stay alert, Stay Cautious and take care of all precautions in taking care of yourself and
your family members. I wish almighty to give us all the strength in fighting out this contagious
disease.

CMDE. SIDDHARTH MISHRA (Retd.)
(CHARIMAN AND MANAGING DIRECTOR)

